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Abstract. Give the smooth part of a singular curve or normal surface the

metric induced from the ambient projective space. On this incomplete manifold

the minimal L2 ô-complex of (0, ?)-forms has finite-dimensional cohomology

groups. The Euler characteristic of this cohomology equals the Todd genus of

any desingularization of the singular variety.

R. MacPherson ([4], [8]) has conjectured that the smooth part of a singular

algebraic variety (when given one of certain natural metrics) carries an L d-

complex of (0, a)-forms whose Euler characteristic is equal to the Todd genus of

any desingularization of the variety. Much progress on this conjecture has been

made using complete metrics on the smooth parts of the varieties. The present

paper focuses on the incomplete metrics induced from the ambient projective

spaces. W. Pardon [ 10] has written an important paper showing that when X

is a curve or normal surface whose smooth part is given the metric induced

from the ambient projective space, then the complex of smooth (0, f?)-forms
2 — 2

w satisfying w e L and dw e L has an Euler characteristic that is not

necessarily equal to the Todd genus of a desingularization of X. However,

an earlier paper [6] exhibited a d -complex on the smooth part of a curve X

(with metric induced from the ambient projective space) that has the Euler

characteristic conjectured by MacPherson. In the search for the complex whose

existence is conjectured by MacPherson, one must choose carefully a closed

extension of the d -operator.

Let A' be a complex projective curve or normal surface, and let U be the

set of smooth points of X. Give U the metric induced from the ambient

projective space. The present paper shows that the minimal d-complex (defined

in Definition 1.5) of (0,#)-forms on U has finite-dimensional cohomology

groups and that these groups are isomorphic to the corresponding ¿9-cohomology

groups on any desingularization of X . Thus the Euler characteristic of these
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cohomology groups on U equals the Todd genus of any desingularization of X,

i.e. MacPherson's conjecture is true for these minimal complexes on curves and

normal surfaces. These results suggest a rephrasing of MacPherson's conjecture
2 _

in general: the Euler characteristic of the minimal L d -complex on the smooth

part of a singular variety (with induced metric) equals the Todd genus of any

desingularization of the variety.

The reasoning in the present paper relies heavily on that in [10]. I thank

Bill Pardon for sending me his preprint and discussing his work with me. The

present paper is a revision of a previous preprint with the same title. In the

original version, it was not clear that the d-operator defined on functions on

surfaces was minimal. After circulation of the original preprint, Bill Pardon

and I realized independently that all the d-operators used here are minimal.

1. Definitions and principles

Henceforth the smooth parts of singular varieties are given the metrics in-

duced from the ambient projective spaces. Let X be a curve or normal surface,

and let U be the set of smooth points of X. Let n : X —► X denote a desingu-

larization of X. Define E to be X - n~ (U). Assume that E has (at worst)

normal crossings. In this section we describe the complexes that we use to study

the minimal d -complexes on U. We also state two principles, which serve to

compare analysis on U to analysis in a nondegenerate metric on X by tying

each to analysis on a dense open subset of X.

— 2

Definition 1.1. A differential form on (an open subset) of X is called L   if
j ******

it is L in any nondegenerate Kahler metric on X. The pullback to X of

the metric on U, n* (metric on U ), is a pseudometric on X. We denote

this pseudometric by y.   The degeneracy locus of y is contained in E.   A
2 2

differential form is called L if it is L in the pseudometric y . Except where

y is explicitly mentioned, one should assume that we are using a nondegenerate

Kahler metric on X.

A singular curve has a unique desingularization. If X is a normal surface,

the desingularizations we discuss are always of the following form. E is a

codimension one subvariety with (at worst) simple normal crossings. For each

smooth point of E there are integers m and « , « > m > 1, such that locally

around the point on E, n~x(sing(X)) = (um) as a subvariety and y is quasi-

isometric to dtp dip + dip dip. Here cp(u,v) = um and y/(u,v) = u"v. For

each normal crossing of E there are integers mx,nx,m2,n2 satisfying nx >

m, > 1, n2> m2> I and mxn2-m2nx ± 0. Locally around the crossing point

on E, n~ (sing(A')) = (umivmi) as a subvariety and y is quasi-isometric to

dcpdlp + dip dip. Here <p(u,v) = um[vmi and y/(u,v) = un>v"2. In either case

one can calculate that the volume form associated to the metric dcpdlp + dy/ dip
2 2

is locally \<pu<pv - WU(PV\    times the standard volume form on C .   Normal
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singular surfaces always have desingularizations with these properties [7]. (My

discussion uses the notation and organization of [10].)

Remark 1.2. The results of this paper are of the form: certain 9-cohomology

groups on U are isomorphic to the (0,q) 9-cohomology groups of X. The

proofs given apply directly to X of the type described above. However, because

the (0,q) d-cohomology groups are birational invariants of smooth varieties

[5], the results of this paper apply to any desingularization n: X —► X.

Definition 1.3.  Ap'9(U) = {smooth L   forms w of type (p,q) on U such
_ 2 2

that dw is also L } . (For a form on U,L means with respect to the metric

induced on U c X from the ambient projective space.) The maximal Dolbeault

complex on U is {A '*(U),d}. The cohomology groups of this complex are

Ii'*(U). There are also complexes {Ap'*(U),d} with cohomology groups

HP'*(U).

Definition 1.4. Let 3iPA denote the d -operator defined on smooth compactly

supported forms of type (p,q) on U. Viewing 2¡PA as an unbounded oper-

ator from L2 forms of type (p,q) on U to L2 forms of type (p,q + l) on

U, let D^ 'q be the closure of 2¡p A . When the values of p and q are clear

from context, we omit them from the notation.

Definition 1.5. Let Ap'q(U) be the collection of forms smooth on U and in

the domain of D^'? . The minimal Dolbeault complex on U is {A®'*(U) ,Dc} ,

and its cohomology groups are denoted 77, '*(U).

Definition 1.6. Let Lp'q(X) denote the set of L2 forms of type (p,q) on X.

Under restriction Lp'q(X) is isomorphic to the set of L2 forms of type (p,q)

on X-E. Let Lp'q(X) denote the set of Ly forms of type (p,q) on X-E.

Definition 1.7. ApE'q(X) = {smooth L forms w of type (p,q) on X-E such

that dw is also L on X - E} . Here d is the ô-operator on the complex

manifold X - E.

Definition 1.8. Ap'q(X) = {smooth Ly forms w of type (p,q) on X-E such

that dw is also L2 on X-E} . Here d is again the d -operator on X-E. The

cohomology of the complex {Ap'*(X),d} is denoted Hp'q(X). The closures

of these ^-operators are the maximal d-operators, d: Lp'q(X) —» Lp'q+ (X).

Definition 1.9. Let 3p'q denote the d -operator defined on smooth forms of

type (p, q) with compact support on X - E. Viewing 3Sp'q as an unbounded
2 — 2

operator from L forms of type (p,q) on X-E to L forms of type (p,q+l)

on X - E, let dPc'q be the closure of 3¡p'q . When the values of p and q are

clear from context, we write dc for dp'g .
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Definition 1.10. AP'q(X) = { smooth forms on X-E in the domain of dc} .

The cohomology of the complex {AP'*(X) ,dc} is Hp'q(X).

In order to compare analysis on U with analysis on X, we use the isomor-

phism between complex manifolds U and X-E realized by n to identify U

with X - E. This leads to the following principle.

Pseudometric principle. The following diagrams commute:

Ap/(X)    I   Ap'q+X(X)
(1.11) II? _ \\l

Ap>«(U)    £   Ap'q+x(U)

Ap'q(X)    h   Ap'q+X(X)

(1-12) ||; ||;

Ap'q(U)   %   A"c'q+X(U)

Thus H"'q(U) s Hp'q(X)  and Hp'q(U) = Hp'q(X).   There are analogous
7 C C

diagrams of Hubert spaces and closed unbounded operators.

Henceforth our analysis of d -complexes on U will all be expressed in terms

of analysis of the complexes on X - E appearing in the above principle.

Definition 1.13. Ap'q(X) = { smooth forms of type (p, q) on X} . The complex

{Ap'*(X) ,d} extends to a complex of closed unbounded operators on Hubert

spaces {Lp'q(X),d} . The latter d can be interpreted either as the closure of

the former d or as d taken in the distribution sense.

Proposition 1.14 [5]. For each p the cohomology of either {AP'*(X) ,d} or

{Lp'*(X),d} is the well-known Dolbeault cohomology Hp'q(X).

Remark 1.15.   E^-l^dimcTT0'9^) equais the Todd genus of X.

The pseudometric principle leaves us with differential forms that do not nec-

essarily extend smoothly to all of X. The following principle begins to address

this complication.

Proposition 1.16 [10] (Absence of residues principle). Let X be a curve or let

X be a surface and E a divisor with (at worst) simple normal crossings. Let r

be restriction to X - E and let i be inclusion. Then for each p the maps

Ap'q(X)^APEq(X)±Lp'q(X)

induce maps of complexes

{Ap'*(X),d} -► {APE*(X),d} -» {Lp'q(X),d (in the distribution sense)} .

Each complex has cohomology equal to HP'*(X).
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Proof. The issues addressed by this proposition center around {AE'*(X),d} .
2 — 2 — /

A smooth L form w on X-E is also L onl. Let w be the image of w

under the d -operator, defined in the distribution sense on X. The restriction

of w' to X-E will agree with dw calculated locally and formally on X-E.

However, a priori the difference between w and the restriction of w to X-E

may be nonzero, i.e. there may be a nonzero residue supported on E. The

absence of such residues is proven for p = 0 in [10]. The proof extends to

other p because this proposition involves only a nondegenerate metric on X.

The calculation of the cohomology of the first and third complexes proceeds

by showing that these complexes are composed of global sections of fine reso-

lutions of appropriate sheaves. (See e.g. [5].) Pardon [10] calculates that the

same reasoning applies to the middle complex.

Proposition 1.17. Let « = dimc X. Then there are inclusions of complexes

{Ln;*(X),d}c{Ln'*(X),d}

and

{An/(X),d}c{An/(X),d}.

There are also inclusions of complexes

{L°'*(X),d}c{L°/(X),dc}

and

{A0E-(X),d}c{A°c'*(X),dc}.

Proof. The first two inclusions follow directly from a comparison of the norms

assigned to forms of type («, *) by a nondegenerate metric on X and by the

pseudometric y. The third and fourth inclusions would have a similar proof if

dc were replaced by the maximal d and A°c'*(X) by A'*(X). The difficulty

is that 3C is the closure of an operator defined on forms with compact support

in X-E. It is not obvious, a priori, that a (0,*)-form on X-E that extends

to a smooth form on X is in Ac '* (X). However, in the inclusion of com-

plexes in Proposition 1.16 (for p = 0), the right-hand (distribution) d is the

closure of the left-hand one (on A '*(X)), when we view both as unbounded

operators on L°'*(X). It follows that to establish our inclusion it suffices to

show that any form in A '*(X) can be approximated in the graph norm of the

d -operator by forms compactly supported on X - E. Because the restriction of

a nondegenerate metric on X to X - E is conical, this sufficient condition is

satisfied: the restriction of an element of A '*(X) to X-E is in the domain of

maximal exterior differentiation, which equals the domain of minimal exterior

differentiation [2]; the estimates that are equivalent to this equality of domains

are sufficient to show that the restriction of an element of A '*(X) to X - E

is in the domain of the minimal d -operator.
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2. Normal surfaces

In this section X is a normal surface with smooth part U. U has the

metric induced from the ambient projective space. This section is devoted

to proving that the cohomology groups of the minimal ¿»-complex of (0, *)-

forms on U are isomorphic to the corresponding groups T7 '* (X) on a special

(and thus any) desingularization of X. The minimal 9-complex on U is the

complex {AC'*(U),DC} . The pseudometric principle states that this complex

is isomorphic to {AQc'*(X) ,dc} . We work with the latter complex.

Theorem 2.1. Let X be a normal surface and let n: X —> X be a desingu-

larization of the type described just before Remark 1.2. Then the inclusion of

complexes

{A°/(X),d}c{A°/(X),dc}

established in Proposition 1.17 induces an isomorphism of cohomology groups

H°'q(X) = H°'q(X).

Proof. The proof of this theorem consists of the proofs of three propositions.

Proposition 2.2.  {A°/(X),0} -» {A°C'*(X),dc} induces H0ß(X) = H°'°(X).

Proof. Constant functions are in the domain of minimal exterior differentiation

on X-E [9], and thus they are in domain (dc). Nothing else is in kernel (dc).

[10]

Proposition 2.3.  {A°/(X),~B} -» {A°c'*(X),dc} induces H°'2(X) = H°'2(X).
0 2    ""'

Proof. An explicit calculation with the Hodge *-operator shows that L ' (X) is
0 2   "**

isomorphic to L ' (X). By Proposition 1.17 we have a commutative diagram:

L°'X(X)    I    L°'2(X)

I _ \\l

L°/(X)    h   L°/(X).

Thus T7 ' (X) maps surjectively to cokernel (d ' ), and this cokernel is finite-

dimensional. Range(dc' ) is closed. We can identify cokernel(df ) with

kernel((d0/)*) and thus with kernel(d: L2'°(X) — L2/(X)) [3]. Explicit

calculation with the Hodge *-operator shows that L2'°(X) is isomorphic to
2 0   —

L ' (X). An application of Proposition 1.16 then implies that kernel

(d: L2y'°(X) -» L2/(X)) is isomorphic to H2'°(X), and so cokernel(c^'1 ) is

isomorphic to H°'2(X).

Our arguments have also identified cokernel (dc ' ) with (part of) the kernel

of an elliptic operator. The Hodge *-operator takes smooth forms to smooth

forms. Thus the cokernel of dc: Ly'x(X) —► L^'2(X) is contained in the co-

kernel of dc: A°c'x(X) —> A°c'2(X).   When a preimage under df   of a form
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smooth on X - E exists, a preimage smooth on X - E can be chosen [10].

It follows that the cokernel of dc: A°C'X(X) —> AQc'2(X) is isomorphic to the

cokernel of dc: L°y'x(X) -* L°y'2(X) and thus to H0,2(X).

To prove Proposition 2.6, which states that   77 'X(X)   is isomorphic to

T7C 'X(X), we need two lemmas.

Lemma 2.4. The range of dc: L°yfi(X) -> L°y'x(X) is closed.

Proof. This proof is based on an argument of [10]. However, to get this re-

sult for the minimal d -operator, we need an application of the open mapping

theorem, which is unnecessary for the maximal ¿»-operator of [10].
— 2

The ¿»-complex of L (0,*)-forms with coefficients in a holomorphic line

bundle on X has finite-dimensional cohomology groups. (The complex is the

global sections of a fine resolution of the sheaf of holomorphic sections of

the line bundle.) Let Z be the degeneracy divisor on X for the pseudo-

metric y. Z is an effective divisor, and as point sets the support of

Z and E are equal. Let Sf be the line bundle associated to Z . Z =

J2(mi + ni ~ 1)Z,, where the Z( are irreducible components. The mi

and ni arise as follows. (Recall the discussion preceding Remark 1.2.) Around

a smooth point of Z on Zt,y — dcpdip + dipdip where cp(u,v) — um' and

ip(u,v) = u"'v . These values of mi and ni are independent of the choice of

smooth point on Z( [10].

The L    (0,*)-forms with coefficients in S? can be identified with (0,*)-

forms on X - E which are L   away from Z   and whose products with the

appropriate local defining functions for Z   are LXoc in neighborhoods of points

in Z . We give the name J? '* (X) to these spaces of L   forms with coefficients

in 2C . The unbounded maximal operator d^,: Jï?0'°(X) —► ¿ï?0'x(X) is the

operator referred to in the first sentence of the preceding paragraph and thus

has closed range. The operator d%, equals the closure of its restriction to

smooth forms compactly supported in X - E. (Because we are working in a

nondegenerate metric on X, the estimates arising in the proof of Proposition

1.17 apply here also.)

The products of Jz?   forms with the local defining equations of Zy are also

Lloc in neighborhoods of points in Z . It follows that there is a commutative

diagram:

L0,0(1)       £, L0,.(1)

I ' _ lj
5?°'°(X)   d-M   J?°'X(X).

Here / and j are the inclusions arising from the description of Sf '*(X) in

the preceding paragraph.
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We can now prove that d '    has closed range.   Let {xn}  be a sequence

of elements of range (dc' ) that converges to x e L°'X(X). By approximat-

ing if necessary we may assume that each xn is the image of a smooth func-

tion Fn compactly supported in X-E. The sequence {j(xn)} converges

to j(x) in ¿2? 'X(X). Because d%, has closed range, j(x) e range(ô^).

Let fn and / be the elements of J¿?°'°(X) in the orthogonal complement

of kernel (d^) and satisfying d^(fn) — j(xn) and d^(f) = j(x). Giving

the graph norm to domain (d^), we can apply the open mapping theorem to

d%: {g e domain (d^,): g X kernel(¿>^)} —► range(d^) and conclude that the

sequence {fn} converges to / in S? '°(X).

Explicit calculation of the volume form associated with y shows that a func-

tion is L    if and only if it is L2 away from Zy  and its product with the

appropriate local defining functions of Z are Lloc in neighborhoods of points

in Z . That is, i: Ly'°(X) —► J?°'°(X) is an isomorphism of topological vector

spaces. For each « i~l(fn)-Fn is in the kernel of the maximal ¿»-operator

on X - E. It follows that for each « i~1(f„) = Fn + cn where cn is a con-

stant function on X-E [10]. Because both Fn and cn are in the domain of

dc,i~X(fn) is also. Thus we have a sequence {i~X(fn)} convergent to i~x(f) in

L ' (X) and contained in domain (dc). The sequence {dc(i~x(fn))} converges

in L°y'x(X) to x . Thus x e range(df).

Lemma 2.5. The cohomology of {L '*(X) ,dc} at the (0,1) stage is isomorphic

to the cohomology of {A°c'*(X),dc} at the (0,1) stage.

Proof. By showing that d ' has closed range, we have shown that the (0,1)-

cohomology of {L '*(X), d\ is represented by the intersection of kernel (d, ' )
y c c

and kernel ((df )*). Elliptic regularity applied to dc' + (dc' )* implies that

AC'X(X) contains a representative of every (0, l)-cohomology class of

{L '*(X) ,dc} . Then elliptic regularity applied to dc' shows that the preim-

ages under df of forms smooth on X - E are smooth. We can conclude

that the (0, l)-cohomology of {A0/'(X) ,dc} , H^'X(X), is isomorphic to the

(0, l)-cohomology of {L°y'*(X),dc} .

Proposition 2.6.  {A°/(X),d} -* {A°/(X),dc} induces H°'X(X) = H°'X(X).

Proof. {A°E*(X),d} -* {A°c'*(X),dc} -, {domain^*),d^} induces

77 ,X(X) —> HC'X(X) —> (0,1) - ¿»^,-cohomology, and the composed map

H0,X(X) -» (0, l)-Ö^,-cohomology is an injection [10]. It follows that H°'X(X)

—> 77c ' (X) is an injection.
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Because Lemma 2.5 showed that T7C ' (X) is isomorphic to the intersection

of kernel (dc' ) and kernel ((df )*), we can use the Hodge *-operator to ob-

tain an isomorphism of H°'X(X) with the intersection of kernel (¿» : L2'X(X) —>

L2'2(X)) and the orthogonal complement of range (¿T; L2yfi(X) -» L2fx(X)) [3].

(The d-operators we use on (2, *)-forms are maximal.) Comparison of the Ly

and L   conditions on X - E shows that there is a commutative diagram:

L2'°(X)    ^    L2'X(X)    -^    L2/2(X)
Í U I

L2'°(X)    £    L2'X(X)    £    L2'2(X).

2 2
On forms of type (2,0) the L and L metrics are equivalent. Thus any

w e L2y'x(X) satisfying i(w) e range(9: L2'°(X) - L2'X(X)) is actually in

range(9: Ly (X) -* Ly'x(X)). Composing i with the Hodge *-operator, we

get an injection 77c ' (X) —► T7 ' (X). -Because the finite-dimensional vec-

tor spaces H2'X(X) and H°'X(X) are isomorphic, our injections H°'X(X) —>

H°C'X(X) and 77c0,1(^) -> H2'X(X) prove that 770,1(X) is isomorphic to

T7C ' (X). This completes the proofs of Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 2.1.

3. Curves

In this section X is a curve with smooth part U. U has the metric induced

from the ambient projective space. In this section we show that the cohomology

groups of the minimal 9-complex of (0,*)-forms on U are isomorphic to

the corresponding groups 77 '*(X) on the desingularization Î of I. The

minimal ¿»-complex on U is the complex {Ac'*(U),Dc} . Again we work with

the isomorphic complex {Ac '*(X), dc} .

Theorem 3.1. Let X be a curve with desingularization n: X —> X. The inclusion

of complexes

{A°/(X),d}c{A°/(X),dc}

established in Proposition 1.17 induces isomorphisms

kernel(c») = kernel^) and cokernel(¿») = cokernel(c»c).

Proof. Because a curve has conical singularities, constant functions are in the

domain of minimal exterior differentiation [2]. Thus constant functions are

in kernel (¿>c). To see that nothing else is in kernel (df ), we use an ad-

joint complex, just as we ended the proof of Proposition 2.6. The Hodge *-

operator maps kernel (df ) isomorphically to the orthogonal complement of

range (¿»: Ly'°(X) —► Ly'x(X)). There is a commutative diagram:

L\\X)    I    LX/(X)
Í l<

LX'°(X)    ±   LX'X(X).
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2 2
The L and L conditions are equivalent on ( 1,0)-forms. Thus the compo-

sition of / with the Hodge *-operator gives an injection 77c ' (X) —► 771 'l(X).

Because T71A(X) = H°'°(X), we see that H°C'°(X) = C.

The proof that there is an isomorphism of cohomology groups at the (0,1)-

stage is much like the proof of Proposition 2.3. We have a commutative dia-

gram:
Lo,o(jf)   I    Lo,i(J?)

r     _     11?
L°/(X) h L°/(X).

This shows that H°'l(X) surjects onto cokernel (¿»c ' ) and that range (df )

is closed. We can use the Hodge »-operator to identify cokernel (3 ' ) with

kernel(¿»: L ' (X) —► Ly'x(X)). (Elliptic regularity and the observation that

the Hodge »-operator preserves smoothness show that the cokernels of ¿>c:

L°y'°(X) — L°y'x(X) and dc: A°C'°(X) -* A\]'X(X) are isomorphic.) We have a

commutative diagram:

L\'\X)    I    LX/(X)
I _ I

LX'°(X)    ±   LX'X(X).

Because the L   and Ly metrics are equivalent on ( 1,0)-forms, the kernels of

the ¿»-operators in the above diagram are isomorphic. It follows that 77c ' (X)

is isomorphic to HX'°(X) and thus to H°'X(X).
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